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What an amazing experience the last six months
have been! Production on the animated short film
for the Sakha people will continue by the staff & will
probably be available for viewing in November.
What we have so far is looking great!
So what’s next? We are back in Washington and will
continue working with YWAM North Cascades.
Jason will be launching a new 6 week seminar this
coming January in Lynden called the Frontier
Comics Seminar (FCS) which will be open to
anyone who loves to draw and wants to use their
talents to reach the unreached with hope of the
gospel. Click here to see our promo video. Jason’s
also excited about a comic book he’s working on
called “The Voyagers of Justice” about a family of
superheroes who acquire their powers and discover
their global purpose after encountering Jesus at
sea. An anonymous family consented to be used as
source material for the characters.

RONTIER COMICS SEMINAR

F

January 10 - February 22

Prayer Requests
As we adjust to life back in the States we would
love your prayers!
• the transition: while we are all excited to be
back in Lynden, transition with little people is
always challenging…especially with jet lag in
the mix! Please pray for a smooth transition,
good rest & patience with each other.
• finances: soon we will be hitting
the support raising trail. We are SO
grateful for all those that God has
used to provide for us in Taiwan. As
we move forward to living full-time
in the US we need to increase our
monthly budget.
• the Frontier Comic Seminar:
please pray as we plan and
prepare for our first seminar this
January. Pray for the five talented
artists joining Jason on staff and
that many would attend the FCS.
For giving information go to:
www.thekellyjournal.com/donate

Ellei
Here are a couple of examples of the film “Ellei” we are creating for the Sakha people. The first is a
scene of Ellei and his dying father from the film. It’s based on Jason’s concept art that was in the last
newsletter. The second is a few of the other characters on one of the backgrounds from the film.

